
     

 

www.kelly-hampton.com 

let’s stay connected on social media including youtube: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmVa10RoTfXLhbWR9s0Vevw/videos 

“For those of you who are new to harmonic star codes, they are a powerful yet simple                 
way for every man, woman and child to exercise their/your living, breathing right to heal.               
It’s that simple. Harmonic codes may be numbers, they may be complex sacred             
geometric forms, they may be colors, and harmonic light codes can also be toning or               
sound codes. Each of you may not feel them, see them, or even fully understand them,                
but star codes are the wave of the future in many ways, providing easy access to                
dozens and dozens of Star Races. They are a form of light language...a different form               
than used in Star Healing Intergalactic Energy TM. In some cases, a full immersion into               
this magnified healing system along with Ascended Spaces may be necessary.  
 
Light language itself keeps expanding, with more Star Races pouring more of their             
languages to earth. The study of sacred geometry is also expanding as the forms              
themselves are being upgraded. Everything is being upgraded whether you can see this             
or not.” --Archangel Michael 
 

http://www.kelly-hampton.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmVa10RoTfXLhbWR9s0Vevw/videos


Everything is highly charged.  
 

● Star codes are charged not only from the vessel that is providing the information              
to you (in this case, Kelly) 

● Star codes are charged from the numbers themselves  
● Star codes are charged by the Sources  
● Star codes are charged by many different things.   

 

Here are the general channeled star codes (light language) for the 
following conditions as my FREE offer to you.  

All the codes were channeled directly to me from Archangel Michael 
and my Pleiadian family: 

● preventing or slowing down wrinkles  
1111557yellow, green, blue, white, white 
 

● building collagen 
dnadna555999dna555999 
 

● building muscle tone 
green, brown, blue, 8,9,10,12,15,19, 30 
 

● restoring hair loss 
27, F, L, J, JJ, 5, 11, C, K, pink 
 

● “Youthing” and longevity 
P,P,D,O,M,9,99,88,K,9, 
 

● Belly fat reduction 
9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,10,12,29,55,yellow,green,teal,turquoise 
 

● Energy boost 
10,K,Q,C,white,green,violet,magenta,teal,10 
 

● Eyesight improvement 
White,white,red,F,L,9,5,7,11,45,16 



  
 
There are multiple ways to use harmonic star codes in your life. 

A person may write the code down on paper and keep it near their energy fields while 
stating the intention for the specific code. A person may choose to write the code 
energetically in their mind in front of them as it will be in their energy field.  

Will a person have toxic release symptoms after using a code as in traditional 
healing? 
 
Yes, they may. Drinking plenty of water will aid in the toxins being released. These are                
energetically charged light language segments and should be treated as such. Not all             
souls will experience releases that they are aware of. About half will and half will not. 
 
Are some people able to use a star code for the same condition more than once? 
 
Yes, some individuals who are working with energies and have experienced levels of             
energetic healing may find that they are “accustomed” to the changes in energy             
vibration. These individuals may use the same code up to 3 x’s a day by writing them, or                  
wearing them (Star Code Accessories), or verbally stating them and setting the intention             
out loud to either heal or expand. 
 
Does it matter if the star codes are written in capital letters or lower case? 
 
It does matter to a certain extent. Generally, capitol letters are preferred, unless a soul               
has clear knowing of using the lowercase version. 

 
“You may state that some individuals will benefit from healing star codes (a form 

of light language) alone, 
while others will need a direct connection to Source through Star Healing 

Intergalactic EnergyTM. 
In the densest of situations, by also including implementing Ascended Spaces for 

their homes.”— 
Archangel Michael 

 



 

                                                                                         

  
 
 

As another bonus! Archangel Michael would love for you to have and use the 
Universal Light codes… 

What are those? The star codes to “Heavenly Matter”-- joy, love, hope and 
compassion. 

 
 

 



 
 

JOY 
888881 

 
LOVE 
88RED 

 
HOPE 

Q9Q7Q6 
 

COMPASSION 
6281 WHITEPINKRED 

 
 

 


